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FOREWORD
The purpose of the Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) is to conduct an
independent technical evaluation of the potential radiation exposure to people
from the proposed Federal radioactive Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near
Carlsbad, in order to protect the public health and safety and ensure that
there is minimal environmental degradation. The EEG is part of the
Environmental Improvement Division, a component of the New Mexico Health and
Environment Department -- the agency charged with the primary responsibility
for protecting the health of the citizens of New Mexico.
The Group is neither a proponent nor an opponent of WIPP.
Analyses are conducted of available data concerning the proposed site, the
design of the repository, its planned operation, and its long-term stability.
These analyses include assessments of reports issued by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) and its contractors, other Federal agencies and organizations, as
they relate to the potential health, safety and environmental impacts from
WI PP.

The project is funded entirely by the U.S. Department of Energy through
Contract DE-AC04-79AL10752 with the New Mexico Health and Environment
Department.

Robert H. Nei 11
Director

GENERAL COMMENTS
The cost reduction proposals have the laudable goal of significantly reducing
the total capital and operating cost connected with WIPP. Furthermore, since
the proposed changes would reduce the size and operating rate of the project,
they would be expected to have decreased environmental and socioeconomic
impacts. However, some of these cost reduction proposals do decrease factors
of safety in various components of the project or trade off one type of
environmental detriment for another.
The report does not contain sufficient detail to justify all of the
conclusions reached; more discussion and quantitative information (includinq
costs) is necessary in some cases. Also, there are places 1<1here the report is
unclear or contradictory. Without a more detailed evaluation, EEG is unable
to conclude that each of these cost reduction proposals either has a net
environmental/health and safety benefit or a cost savings that justifies a net
detriment.
A revised Environmental Analysis should either include additional
information or specifically reference backup documents where these conclusions
have been justified. In addition, the EA needs to be revised to include the
effect of the recently announced (11/18/82) decision by DOE to relocate the
underground waste storage areas of the repository to the south.

SECTION I - PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES (Comments)

The state111ent that the "safety of the work force and the public shall be
maintained" is misleadinc1 since some of the proposals will tend to decrease
health or safety (even though the final result will probably still meet all
regulatory requirements and objectives).
1.3.l Reduce Storage Rate
This reduction seems reasonable.

There appears to be no justification for

having a l. 2 mi 11 ion cubic foot per year handling rate for a repository
designed to operate for at least 20 years and store only 6.2 million cubic
feet of wastes.

However, since DOE has refused to give us a copy of the

report cited as just1fication for the annual waste processing rate, this can
be only a tentative conclusion.
It is noted that this annual handling volume is approximately the same as that
used in the FEIS to estimate the routine and accidental effects of
transport "ing waste to the site.

Consequently the offs ite transportation

aspects would be similar to that predicted in the FEIS.
Incidental air quality and noise benefits would be expected from the overall
cost reduction program because the 31% decrease in the number of operating
personnel would probably result in less motor vehicle traffic and consequently
in less exhaust emissions and vehicle noise.

However, DOE has never provided

the deta i1 ed assumptions on commuting patterns necessary to estimate the
magnitude of this reduction.

Credit should not be taken for t.hese air quality

and noise benefits because they have not been quantified and they may also be
obtained in other ways (e.g. maximizing the use of buses).

Therefore, we

concur in the qualitative assessment of the storage rate reduction in Figure
3-1, page 44.
1.3.2 Eliminate One Shaft
Based on common
WIPP.

101

ning experience, we

e)~pect

three shafts to be adequate for

However, we don't have sufficient information on the waste handling and
2

personnel flow to be certain of this.

The report states in two places (pages

in and 52) that personnel will routinely use the waste shaft for access to the

underground and in one place (page 16) that this will be done only during
e1ner9encies.

This important point needs to be clarifierl.

Although in normal mining operations joint use of a shaft is commonplace, we
corisider joint use c.. very important issue, since the material is radioactive;
evaluat~d

this needs to be

in greater detail than contained in this report.

/\mong the questions needing answers are:

1.

Why is routine joint use necessary?

2.

If use is not routine, in what types of emergencies would personnel use
the shaft?

3.

What is the underground configuration of personnel areas, waste movement,
shops, etc.?

·This is needed for rational analyses of personnel exposures

under current and proposed designs.
4.

What sequence of events would occur during a power outage with CH-TRU,
RH-TRU or experimental high-level waste in the shaft?

5.

A quantitative assessment of the possible levels of radiological
contamination that might develop in the shaft and the resulting exposures
to personnel is needed.

Also, what is done if a serious contaminating

event occurs?
6.

Clarification is needed on the handling of experimental high level
wastes.

7.

Are there changes from the original design?

One or 111ore new scenarios involving accidents with CH-TRU, RH-TRU, and
experimental high-level waste or with personnel in this shaft would be
desirable.

It is not obvious that existing scenarios cover all the

important events that could occur in this new system.
The conceptual changes in the ventilation system appear reasonable. The plan
to change air duors at each shift change is common in mine operation and
should pose no problems.

However, more detail is needed as to which doors,

airlocks, or· regulators would be changed at the time the operation is shifted
from mining to disposal.

Also, the last paragraph in this section (page 13)

describing flow re1ersal during fire in the construction area is not clear.
Separate diagrams addressing door, etc. changes and flow reversal may answer
111ost of these questions without going into excessive detail.
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We concur in the qualitative evaluation of environmental consequences shown in
Figure 3-1.
1.3.3 Elirninate Underground Conveyor System
Although this proposed change has no radiological implications, it does have
environmental and safety trade-offs.

Basically, one would change from a

conveyor system that can have fires and accidents to a truck system that can
have accidents and increased fire potential.
only qualitatively in the report.

These trade-offs are discussed

Also, the savings in power and increases in

diesel fuel consumption that would result from this proposed change have not
been presented.
nue to the complete lack of any quantitative information in the report, we arc
unable to conclude that the resource consll1lption and occupational safety
impacts are neutral.

Also, the cost savings should be given so they can be

weighed against the environmental consequences.
1.3.4

Combine /lbove Ground Facilities

This proposed chan:ie involving primarily the administration and underground
personnel buildings possibly has less health and safety aspects than other
proposed clhanges.

However, there is so little detail provided that this

conclusion is uncertain.

The reduction in square feet of space appears .to be

substantial, 57,000 square feet total in the existing design con1)ared to about
22,000 square feet in the proposed design (this value was scaled off Figure
1-7 since the report failed to mention any dimensions).

Since the square

footage reduction is about 61% compared to a personnel reduction of 31% and
the new design would contain all previous functions except the security system
as well as including additional functions from the waste handling
warehouse/shops and vehicle maintenance buildings, one can draw only one of
the following conclusions:

l.

Theo PXistinq design is excessive in size;

2.

thP propo~ed design rnay not al low adequate space for all function·;.

3.

a combination of 1 and 2.
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Without inure information, we cannot conclude that the reduced size of these
facilities is adequate.

Of particular concern are the health physics

facilities, the radiological control area,· the change rooms, and the central
mo11ito ring system.
~~~impl~fy

Central Monitoring System

Our principal concern with this proposed modification is the decrease in the
probability that the system will always be operational.

Not only is the

availability of standby power less certain (see discussion under 1.3.10) but
the elimination of a structure designed to withstand the Design Basis Tornado
(DBT) and Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) increases the liklihood that the CMCR
itself could be damaged and inoperable.

Also, it is unclear whether the HEPA

filtration system (described in 3.3.8 of the SAR) included in the original
design to insure continuous occupancy of the CMCR during periods of
radiological contamination would still be present in the reduced design.
There is a need for more quantitative information.

Wh~t

is the probability

that power will be lost or that damage will or.cur to the CMCR making it
inoperable?

Will all required underground operations be manually operable if

the CMCR is inoperable?
CMCR is inoperable?

Will an adequate communication system exist if the

Also, scenarios are needed to describe the events that

might occur if tt1is system was inoperable for a few minutes or a few hours
during normal situations and during emergency situations.

1.3.6 Simplify Security Control System
The modified surface facility design and the resulting change in the security
control system would result in all personnel, including visitors, entering the
fdcility through the same gate as the wastes.

Also, it places the support

building about 20 feet from the waste handling building, colllJared to almost

1000 feet in the old design.

More information is needed on personnel movement

and location co111Jared to waste movement and storage before we can conclude
that the proposed design does not result in unnecessary radiation exposure.
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1.3.7

rvbdify Waste Handling Building

One siynificant ct1ange is the reduction (or elimination?) in CH-TRU storage
area within the waste handling building.

No detailed information is given on

where TRUPACTs wi 11 be stored outside nor the average number that might be
there.

Would material on rail cars be stored outside the security fence?

There is no indication that external radiation fro1n tt'1ese containers has been
considered.

This effect may not be trivial.

For example, i f a two-day supply

of TRUPACTs is stored between the waste handling building and the southern
security fence and the radiation level at their surface is 2 mrem/hr (FEIS,
Table 6-5) this could deliver a radiation dose >30 mrem/y to the area outside
the security fence and south of the main gate (which could be the parking lot,
but the r1~port doesn't specify).

Other assumptions (such as some TRUPACTs

being at the legal limit of external radiation, at different storage
locations~

and with a greater quantity stored outside) could lead to higher

doses outside the fence or to personnel areas within the fence.

Also, waste

stored outside would be subject to weather conditions, inc 1 udi ng tornados.

We

cannot conclude that this is an ALARA design from the information presented in
this report.
Other aspects of waste handling are also unclear.

How are TRUPACTs and RH-TRU

casks to be moved from the railspur outside the fence into the building?
are the RH casks to be handled without the overhead crane?

How

Also, the claim in

Figure 3-·1 that this reduction would decrease the environmental consequences
of occupational safety and radiological releases is unsubstantiated.
1-=-~~~nplifJ

Storage Exhaust System

This reduction

appears to be a 11 right.

Eventually we would want to analyze

in detail the possible implications of a ventilation rate controlled by only
one operating HEPA filter.
~.3.9

Modify Above Ground Salt Handling

tt should be relatively easy to quantify key environmental and safety aspects
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of this proposed chan9e so that the expected net increased envi ronrnental
i1npact can be better evaluated against the expected cost savings.

Figure 3-1

correctly notes an i ni:reased environmental impact from noise and air quality.
However, it is not apparent that the resource consumption and occupational
safety impacts wo1ll d be neutral.

The proposal is to go from two automatically actuated standby diesel
generators housed in a structure built to DBT/DBE requirements to one,
manually started diesel generator housed in a weather protection structure
that is not built to DBT/DBE requirements.

We have no problem with the

changed concept of providing only sufficient standby power for a safe shut
down (rather than tt1e continued disposal operations currently planned).

Also,

the short period of time before standby power is started manually is not
expected to be a problem to those underground because of natural ventilation.
However, there is concern about the decreased certainty that standby power
will exist when it is needed because:

1.

A single standby generator may be inoperable (as in the cases at
Trojan and Rancho Seco power plants in the last 12 months).

2.

Power outages are often caused by high winds (which can exceed 80
mph), and tornados occasionally occur.

Without DBE/DBT protection for

emergency power, including switch gear, there is a possibility that
standby

pow1~r

would also be knocked out by the same event.

Consequently, there is a need to evaluate a number of items before a decision
is made to adopt the proposed power system:

1.

The frequency, duration, and causes of loss of off-site power;

2.

The quality assurance system that will be maintained to insure that
the standby generator is operational;

3.

The probability that the generator will be inoperable from natural
causes, human error, or human neglect;

4.

The natural ventilation patterns expected underground during power
outage.

Of particula1- concern is reverse flow that may occur from the

waste storage area.
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5.

Scenarios to describe the events that may occur if power is
unavailable at critical times (e.g. with waste in the shaft, or with
miners underqround).

6.

The size of th·e standby generator comparerl to the power requirements
for operating the types of hoists finally chosen.

l .3 .11 Reduce Overall Site Features
Any general concerns with this item are mentioned specifically under other
items.

1.

We have the following observations or questions:
The area inside the security fence in the existing design scales off
to be about 67 acres from Figure 1-6, cof11)ared to the 113 acres
mentionerl on page 27.

2.

Where is the parking lot located?

3.

Will private individuals be allowed inside the 160 acre cattle fence
for hunting, etc.? {Existing policy is apparently to allow access
outside the security fence).

1.3. 12

Shops and Vehicle Maintenance Building

Our only observation about this projected change is that additional care would
be necessary to insure that vehicles going offsite for maintenance are not
radiologically contaminated.

Will there be facilities for decontaminating

then on s i te?

1.3.13

EliminateSolar System

There are no health and safety comments on this proposed reduction.

Figure

3-1 correctly recognizes th,at the reduction 1o.Jould result in increased resource
consllTlption.

We would appreciate seeing more detail on the relative costs of

the two systems and the assumptions used in making the analysis.

If the cost

savings is minor it would be a worthwhile resource conservation item to leave
in the project.
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l .3.14 _Resource. Recovery in Zone IV
Our comments on this issue will not be exhaustive nor will they be EEG 1 s
official comments on the Resource Recovery issue. This is necessary because
the OOE Policy Statement has not been released and there is some question
whether all the changes presented in this report are still current.
We have no particular problem with the general policy as discussed on pages
29-33. That is, the following intentions are considered acceptable: the
extraction of potash from Zone IV by conventional (not solution) mining
techniques; the extraction of hydrocarbons from beneath Zone IV; and the
extraction of hydrocarbons from depths> 6,000 feet beneath Zones I - III.
There are several comments or questions for clarification:
1.

2.

3.

The term on page 32 11 unacceptable radiation dose consequences 11 has
never been defined by DOE. Until it is, this phrase is meaningless
and should not be used.
The statement is made on page 32 that solution mining will not be
all~ed within the limits of the WIPP site.
Does this include Zone
IV?
The statement on page 33 that there are no crude oil resources beneath
the site is inconsistent with Table 2.1 in this report. Reserves
would be a more appropriate word here. Al so, with the di re
predictions of the earth running out of oil in 30-40 years, it is
reasonable to believe that currently identified resources will be
considered reserves before institutional control is lost.

1.5 Other Alternatives
Another reason reducing the advantages of "fast tracking" the project schedule
is that much of cost escalation is not really an economic penalty. Only
those costs which escalate at a faster rate than general inflation are truly
increases. Furthermore, there is a time value to deferring expenditures and
using the money for other things that is perhaps in the 10-123 per year range.
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The statement under l.5.2 says there is still some shielded storage area in
the proposed Waste Handling Building desiqn.
implies there is not.

10

The statement on pages 20-21

SEC:TlON 3 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES (Com111Pnts)

Note comments above about the discrepancy in acres of construction area underthe original and reduced designs.
Table 3.1 would be more useful if the percent reductions in airborne emissions
were also given.
3 .12 Resource.

Consumpti<?_~

It is unclear why the diesel fuel consLJTiption of emergency generators would
drop from 140 gallons per day to 5 gallons per day.
The stated reduction of 25,000 tons of waste rock because of the elimination
of one shaft cannot be checked because shaft diameters are not given.
Estimates should also be made of the consLJTiption of materials and energy
during the operation phase, as Table 3.2 does for the construction phase.
Also, total noise levels and air emissions during operation should be
estimated.
~~!_~_f2.c_c_u_e_~1:_1.2_n_al

Safety

It should be noted that some of the reduced annual rate of occupational
accidents expected because of the 1 CJNer disposal rate would be offset because
of the increased number of years it takes to fill the repository.
will be less workers to share the annual risk.

Also, there

The need to quantify accident

rates (also 1nentioned earlier) is necessary so that the net effects of
proposed changes can be estimated.

For example: (1) fires and accidents frorn

conveyors versus those from diesel trucks; and (2) overhead crane accidents
versus air pallets.
3.17 Radiological Releases

What are the alternate handling procedures which will reduce the probability
11

of radioactivity release?

Also, these procedures should not be credited to

the cost reduction program unless they are not feasible to use under tt1e
original design.

We essentially concur with the estimate of 1.4 times the dose at the boundary
of Zone I I I compared to that at the boundary of Zone IV.

Use of other

meteorological parameters from the FEIS give the following ratios:
Fa ct or

Lonq-Term x!Q

2.3

One-hour, 5% Prob.

1.3

One-hour, 50% Prob.

1 .7

Those uifterences are minor and, considering the 1 ow dose rates, are of no
consequence.
Hhat does the statement on µage 54

11

16 hours per day per year" mean?
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APPENDIX A
Review of Environmental Analysis Cost Reduction rroposals
For the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(DOE/WIPP-136, July 1982)
by
Russel 1 Haworth
Consulting Mining Engineer
Carlsbad, New Mexico
Extent of Review
This

revi1~w

is primarily directed toward changes in plans for mine shafts,

underground development, ventilation transportation of salt mined, monitoring
sys tern, storage exhaust system, and the power system.

The changes proposed,

which aff,ect the mining operation and waste storage are included in Section 1.1
through 1.3.12 (pp.l through 28) of the WIPP report.
?.ropo~~d

Changes in Existing Design

Waste Storage Rate
The existing facility design was based on providing capability of handling up
to 1,200,000 cubic feet of CH waste per year.

A reevalliation of amount of

waste to be handled at the WIPP site resulted in high values of 381,000 cubic
ft./yr. of CH waste.

The proposed new design for storacie of 500,000

cu.ft./yr .. is therefore considered adequate.

Reduction of waste storage rate

assists in achieving reduction of cost of the project.
Shafts
The major change in mining plans is the reduction of number of shafts from four
in the existing plan to three in the proposed plan.
two shafts for waste handling and ventilation.

The existing plan shows

Two others are shown for salt

handling and ventilation.
The new plan, in effect, combines return air from the salt mininq area and the
CH waste storage area in one return, upcast ventilation shaft.
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The first shaft sunk on this project as an exploratory shaft will be used as
the construction and salt handling shaft. The second shaft sunk was drilled to
a 6 foot diameter and is presently used as an upcast ventilation shaft. It
will be enlarged to about 19 feet diameter, presumably after the SPDV phase has
ended in mid-1983 and rlecision had been made to continue the project. Plans on
method of enlarging the shaft from 6 feet diameter to 19 feet, method of
lining, shaft fittings, hoist cage and other equipnent are not yet available.
The third shaft proposed is the exhaust shaft for handling all exhaust air with
diameter to be determined by ventilation requirements. Method of sinking and
type of lining are not included in available plans.
Availability of details of future plans is not required at this time to reach a
decision on number of shafts.
Potash mines are initially developed and operated with two shafts. Additional
shafts are sunk at some properties to provide additional ventilation after the
mine has expanded. Such shafts are usually equipped with hoists so that travel
time underground can be reduced.
Three shafts will be sufficient for the WIPP project as planned.
Hoisting Equipnent
The hoist in service on the 10 foot diameter construction and salt hanrllinq
shaft (present Development Shaft) is furnished by the contractor, but DOE has
the option of purchase so it may be the final hoist on the shaft. It is a 1924
Nordberg double drum hoist being operated with rope on only one drum hoisting
an 8 ton load of salt in an unbalanced skip. The total load when hoisting salt
is+ 16 tons. Apparently a new double drum hoist was planned initially as
reference to the hoist was mentioned on page 14 under 1 .3.3.2, Proposed Change:
"A single drum, lower capacity hoist would be used instead of a double drum
hoist."
The construction shaft has been equipped with a storage pocket and skip
loader. The 8 ton skip has a cage for men or supplies in combination with it.
This arrangement is widely used in mining operations. Safety regulations

·15

require, tHwever, that personnel should not be lowered or hoisted if the skip
is loaded with material wllich, in this case, is salt.
The waste shaft hoist is not described but the shaft would be equipped with a
cage whict1 will acco1nmodate RH and CH waste containers plus transporting waste>
ti and 1in g personnel , mate ri a 1s and equ i pment unde rg round.
Again, personnel would not be allowed on the cage with waste, heavy equipment
or supplies.
Ventilation
The present ventilation plan consists of using four shafts.

One pair of

shaft~

would be used with independent underground entries to establish a ventilation
system for the construction and salt handling system and also providinq air for
shops and experimental rooms.
The other pair of shafts provided a separate ventilation system for the waste
handling and storage.
The cost reduction proposal design utilizes a single exhaust shaft.

Since

operations are reduced, one shift will be utilized for mining and handling salt
and most of the rlowncast air in the salt handling shaft would he routed through
the construction area, with a small amount through the waste storage area.
Waste tianrlling and storaqe would be done by another crew on another shift,
during which most of the air would be routed through the waste storage area.
Air doors tJould be used to change flow of air from one split to the other.
1

Trie

construction and salt handling shaft would be downcast and would provide all
the fresh air flow.

The system proposed requires that each oncoming shift

adjust air doors in the vicinity of the shaft to direct main flo.v to the split
on whict1 they will be working.

This shoulrJ pose no problems.

However, it

would be helpful if the revised airflow (Figure 1-5) was shown with more detail
(perhaps on separate diagrams) as to which doors, airlocks or regulators would
be chan9ed to divert the air from one split to the other.

l6

On page 7, air flow reversal during an ernerqency is outlined.

IJnder the

µroposed change on page 13, it is stated "In the event of a fire emergency in
the construction area, the direction of the a·ir flow could be reversed."

A

separate diagram showing flow of air in case of reversal would be helpful with
detail as to effect on underground booster fan and lEakage to the waste storage
split.

Mine safety codes require provision for reversal of fans usually for

gassy mines.

The New Mexico Safety Code for all mines requires that all main

surface fans and main underground fans be so arranged that the ventilating
current can be reversed quickly.

Each underground operation differs from

others and safety precautions in case of fire have to fit the operation.

The

Fe de r a l 3 OC FR 5 5 , 56 , a n d 5 7 Po ck et Ed it i on 1 9 7 9 a n d 3 OC FR l 9 8 0 c on t a i n a
provision 57.4--61A that ventilation doors be installed at or near shaft
stations on intake shafts.
smoke or fire.

These doors can be closed to prevent spread of

Figure 1-S page 12 of the Cost Reduction Proposal shows such a

door.
Shops and storage areas are not shCMn on Fig. 1-5.

These should be pr·ovided

with a fire door which can be closed in case of fire and where smoke or fumes
could circulate to contaminate working areas.
Undoubtedly the personnel preparing pl ans ::ire cognizant of a·11 requirements and
will provide for them.

The plan shown may be further revised if the

construction and waste storage are located south of the waste shaft instead of
north.
Total volume of air is apparently "!00,000 cfm (p. 23).
The Exhaust Filter Building is beinq located adjacent to the proposed Exhaust
shaft.

Fan type is being changed from axial flow to centrifuqal.

The

arranqement of flow diverter valves and filter isolation valves would be fail
safe in case of power failure.
Sa !t handlinq System
Initial design consisted of mining salt with a continuous

min~r

with an LHD

unit (load-Haul-Dump), diesel powered, for transportation of salt to a crushing
plant about 400

fer~t

from the face.

The crushing plant was designed to
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separate undersize salt for backfill, estimated at 10% of the total.

The

oversize rnaterial 0nd excess undersize would be discharqed on a conveyor syst1>rn
to the shaft surge bin of 600 ton capacity.
Si nee the 1t1aste storaqe rate was reduced, the mining rate was also reduced.

No

figures are given for mining rate but only one contin11ous miner is mentioned.
A high capacity conveyor system was not required. Diesel powered trucks can he
used as a substitute for conveyor haulage.

Either method is feasible.

Potash mines usually employ conveyor systems.
s eve ra 1 mines, was re pl aced by conveyors.

Rail haulaqe, initially used in

Distance f ram shaft pocket to face

can range up to five miles or more.
Maximum haulage distance in the plan shown would be approximately 4600 feet anrl
average distdnce would be substantially ·1ess. This fdlls in the range of
haulage distance of some uranium and copper operations where diesel trucks are
used.
Cost savings are not specified.

Equipnent cost would be less hut ldbor cost

would probably be higher.
Disadvantage is use of diesel powered equipment.

However, this type of

equipnent is 1•1idely used underground in the mining industry.

Scuhbers have

been improved and as lonq as equipment is rnainta"ir1ed properly, no problems are
introduced.

Ventilation requirements would not be increased hy the use of one

or two trucks.
l~e

conveyor system on the surface from the salt handling shaft to the surface

disposal area is being eliminated in the Cost Reduction Proposal.

In this

case, much larger trucks can be used on the surface than underground.
Conveyors on the surface usually require covers and in high winds spills can be
caused.

Stacking equipment requires moving.

and probably cheaper.

Truck haulage is more flexible

Hazard consists of normal degree hr '. urface truck

haul age.
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Simplifying Power System
Tt1e existing design consists of electrical power provided by a utility

transmission line and substation for normal operations on the surface and
uncterqround.

In case of failure of this system,

two diesel generators on emergency busses.

emer~1ency

power is provided hy

These units w·i 11 start

automatically upon sensing a loss of off-site power.

One feeder cable from the

eriergency buss will descend through the ventilation supply shaft and the other
through the construction exhaust and salt handling shaft.

Loads would be

automatically energized undergound except for mining equipnent.
The feeder cable system would be the same basically under the proposed system
with one installed in the waste shaft and one in the construction and salt
handling shaft.
Proposal is to change from two diesel generators to one with manual instead of
automatic starting.

There would be some delay, as mentioned, in starting the

emergency diesel manually.
was restored.
sufficient air.

Ventilation fans would be inoperable until power

This is no great problem as personnel underground would have
Natural ventilation in most mines is quite substantial,

depending on atmospheric conditions and temperature differentials.

It would be

advisable to be sure that natural ventilation, during power fa'ilure, would not
reverse flow, particularly through the waste storage area.

This could be

prevented by doors underground to cut off ventilation temporarily.
The diesel generator woulrl be located inside a weather protection enclosure not
huilt to DBE/DBT requirements.
and v'linds can exceed 80 mph.
possible.
protected.

Power outage is often caused by heavy storms
Tornados are infrequently reported but are

The emerqency power, including switch gear, should be well

On page 27, the proposed plan provides for operation of the waste

hoist to hoist personnel out of the mine on power provided by the diesel unit.
nuring that time power would not be available for mine ventilation.
The type of hoist and hoisting equipr1ent are not described.
shaft are shown enclosed by the Waste Handling Building.

The hoist and

Presumably a Koeppe

type hoist is be·ing considered with drive motor and drum mounted ·in a to.-1er or
heddfrarne over the shaft.
rope.

This provides for two cages in balance with a tail

This type of hoist would require much less power.
l9

The other hoist is

hoistinq an unbalanced load of approximately 8 tons.

However, the emergency

hoist now on the sitP, would presumat)ly be available as a last resort.

ThP

e111ergency hoist is a diesel-hydraulic unit with a small cage.
Vi L.il instrument loads wi 11 be connected to an emergency bus with
uni nterrupt i h 1e power suppl ·j ed by battery-rect i fi er-inverter devices.

Central Monitoring System
n1e existing design was for a central monitoring and control system.
is

Proposal

to rel:icate tt1e system in the Support Building and use only one computer for

111unitoring and control would be limited to HEPA filter diversion and isolation
vJlves in the Exhaust Filter Building. It would be expected that any action
r<'"quired in the underground operations, such as change of ventilation doors,
could be l1andled manually.

The Environmental Analysis Cost Reduction Proposals consists of a condensed
description of plans and proposed changes to be made.
Sh a fts
Three shafts, as described in the plans should be ample to provide access to
underground operations and for ventilation of salt removal and waste storage
areas on alternate shifts.

Actual diameter of the third shaft is not specified

but would be determined by ventilation requirements.
Details of hoisting equipnent are not available but will be included in later
plans.
There should be no problems in use of a shaft for hoisting salt or lowering
waste and transporting personne·1 so 'long as personnel are lowered when there is
no other load on the hoist or conveyance.
V.:!ntilation Syste1n
Combining of return air from construction area and waste storage area is
fi>asiblr'.
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Sufficient ~ir should be available with two shafts used for ventilation of
workinq areas and one for ~1andling waste.
Diversion of most of the air to one split on one shift and to the other on an
alternate shift is feasible and provides for maximum air available in either
split. In the event of fire, ventilation can be reversed in the construction
and salt handling shaft.
However, a separate diagram of air flow under each condition with explanation
of settings of doors and regulators would be helpful.
Procedure in case of complete power outage for an hour or more with respect to
ventilation method and effect of natural ventilation should be established.
Sa 1t Hand 1i ng System
Truck haulage is feasible. Fire hazard is probably no greater than with
electrically driven conveyor system underground. With proper precautions,
either should be reasonably safe.
Simplifying Power System
When using standby power for hoisting, ventilation system and changes should be
described since there apparently will not be enough power to operate a
ventilation fan or fans while operating hoist.
The DBE, DBT protection could possibly be provided in the waste storage
building for the diesel generator. Presumably, it would have to be isolated in
a separate bay or room and this might not be considered safe or practical.
This emergency unit and switch gear should be well protected in case of storms
and high winds.
If emergency power is not available for hoisting, the diesel hydraulic unit now
available for emergencies, should still be available. It is quite limited in
capacity.
Central Monitoring System
The monitoring control system provides for fail-safe routing of return air from
waste storage through the HEPA filters.
21

It would seem that all other necessary action during emergencies could be
handled by employees provided that communi ca ti on systems a re we 11 protected and
could be dependable during storm conditions when problems are most likely to
occur.
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